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INCITS/ISO/IEC 1539-1:2023[202x]
Designation of Proposed Standard*

Programming Languages - Fortran - Part 1: Base Language
Title of Standard*

Adopt identical ISO or IEC standard and revise current standard
Project Intent*

Supersedes or Affects

Adoption of this international standard is beneficial to the ICT Industry
Project Need*

ICT Industry
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ISO/IEC 1539-1:2023
Identify ISO or IEC standard to be adopted

☐ Yes ☐ No
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Metric
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Revises a previous PINS submittal?*

Specifies the form and establishes the interpretation of programs expressed in the base Fortran language. The purpose of this document is to promote portability, reliability, maintainability, and efficient execution of Fortran programs for use on a variety of computing systems. This document specifies the forms that a program written in the Fortran language can take, the rules for interpreting the meaning of a program and its data, the form of the input data to be processed by such a program, and the form of the output data resulting from the use of such a program.

Scope Summary*

Notes
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